
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)

We just spent some time talking about localization, where we know the map of the world that the robot
is interacting with, but do not know where the robot is. But, what if we don’t know that, either? Now our
sensor uncertainties are magnified.

Consider Figure 1. In this, we start by setting the robot down in the world, and turning it on. At this
point, it knows nothing! We then take an observation, and observe something green. Now, we don’t know
exactly where the green landmark is in reference to our robot, because our sensor is noisy. However, let’s
say we can represent our uncertainty with the green cloud in Subfigure 1a.

Suppose we then turn and drive the robot. Now, our odometer is uncertain, so the location of our robot,
in reference to the already-uncertain green landmark, has increased. This can be seen in Subfigure 1b.

We then observe the red landmark. Now, we already don’t know where we’re observing it from, because
our position is uncertain. In addition, our sensor adds additional error onto the position of our landmark.
This can be seen in Subfigure 1c.

(a) After one observation (b) After turning and driving (c) After second observation

Figure 1: Uncertainty in the SLAM problem

So, is there no hope? Well, what if we turned again (increasing uncertainty in the robot’s pose again),
and observed the green landmark once more? Now, we’re more sure about the landmark’s position than we
are about the robot’s position. Doesn’t this observation then tell us which of the possible robot poses are
most likely?

So, we can see that there is the possibility of reducing uncertainty with repeated observations. Because
we are both determining what the map looks like, and determining the robot’s location in that map, this is
known as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping, or SLAM.

In localization, we were interested in calculating p(xt|u1:t, o1:t), where xt is the robot’s pose at time t. In
SLAM, we’re calculating p(xt,m|u1:t, o1:t), where xt is still the robot’s pose, and m is the map. Notice the
map is NOT timestep dependent. The difference, of course, is that the pose will change with time, while the
map does not.

Particle Filters and SLAM

As with MCL, SLAM has a lot of different approaches, which make different assumptions. Also as with MCL,
the approach that involves the fewest number of assumptions about our distribution is a particle filter.

In MCL, a particle is a candidate robot pose. In SLAM, a single particle has to consist of both a pose
and a map.
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Algorithm 1 Particle SLAM

for all p in particles do
Move the particle according to the motion model and u
Predict observations given that particle’s pose and that particle’s map
Given your actual observations, Update the map
Weight the particle according to likelihood of getting the observations given this particle’s predicted

observations and the sensor model
end for
Resample particles using weights

Before we discuss these steps in detail, we need to talk about how maps are stored. The most common
solution to this is to use an occupancy grid, in which the world is discretized into small squares, each of
which marked as either occupied (maybe with a wall, or furniture) or not occupied (meaning the space is
open). To be more precise, it stores the probability that the voxel is occupied, from 0 (definitely empty) to
1 (definitely occupied). Figure 2 shows an example.

Figure 2: Occupancy Map

Adapting our general SLAM algorithm to one using rangefinders and occupancy maps is relatively
straightforward. We’ll assume the existence of multiple laser rangefinders. For example, Figure 3 shows
a robot in a room using four laser rangefinders to measure distance.

Figure 3: A robot using four rangefinders to measure distance

Our algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 2 (the numerical log trick is omitted for readability):
We will now discuss each of these steps in Algorithm 2 in more detail:
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Algorithm 2 Particle SLAM with occupancy maps

for all p in particles do
Move the particle, according to the motion model and u
for all o in observations do

op ← theoretical perfect measurement given this particle’s map from p.location using a rangefinder
measuring at this rangefinder’s angle.

p.weight ← p.weight·pdf(o− c · op, 0, σ)
end for

end for
for all mi in map do

for all o in observations do
mi ← p(o|mi)p(mi)

p(o|mi)p(mi)+p(o|NOT mi)p(NOT mi)

end for
end for
Resample as usual

Moving the particle: The particle’s pose is moved just like in MCL. Given some desired motion u, and
a motion model, each particle is given a different change in pose drawn from that motion model.

Predict the observations: This is extremely similar to what is done in MCL to provide our ops, except
that rather than calculating based on the particle’s pose and a global map, it calculates based on the particle’s
pose and it’s own individual map.

Update the map: This is the trickiest part. Here, we have to update every voxel on the particle’s map
that the rangefinder goes through. The update is easy though - it’s a Bayes’ filter! After all, your voxel is
either occupied, or not, which is discrete. Have another look at the update for mi in the above algorithm.
It’s just a Bayes’ filter.

Weighting the particle: Again, this is very similar to MCL. Given the predicted observations, the actual
observations and the sensor model, what is the likelihood this pose and map is correct? This becomes the
particle’s weight.

Resampling: This is done exactly like in MCL.

The problem is...

...on a big map, this is a LOT of voxels. And every particle has a full map! Storing all this is a big problem.
One way to (partially) mitigate this is by storing your map using a space-efficient data structure like

a Quadtree (or, if in three dimensions, an Octtree). The intuition behind Quadtrees is simple: many
maps have wide swaths of open space. Why not compress many small unoccupied voxels into a single big
unoccupied voxel?

An example of a quadtree is in Figure 4. The root node corresponds to the entire map (in this case,
an 8x8 square. It is gray, because some voxels within are filled, and some are not. Its four children (four,
because it’s a quadtree) are arranged in clockwise order: the first corresponds to the 4x4 square in the upper
left, the second to the 4x4 square in the upper right, then lower right, then lower left. The first and third
are white because nothing within is occupied. So why store with any more specificity than that?

The second and fourth children of the root note are gray, because some voxels within are occupied and
some are not. Because these nodes are gray, they need to be specified more fully with children. If you
consider the second child, its four children correspond to the four 2x2 blocks within its 4x4 block. The first
is gray, because some voxels are occupied, and some are not. The second is black, because all voxels within
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are occupied. The third and fourth are white because no voxels within are occupied. The one gray child is
the only one which needs to have children stored.

You should be able to go back and forth between occupancy grids and quadtrees.

(a) Map

(b) Quadtree

Figure 4: Occupancy grid and corresponding quadtree

This approach is great for bitmaps, where voxels are either occupied or unoccupied, but this breaks
down when we have probabilities. In quadtrees, goups of cells are merged to one big cell when all the leaf
descendants of a node have the same value. Since probabilities on continuous values, this rarely happens
and few cells would be merged. The solution is to create k-class quadtrees. k-class quadtrees are just like
regular binary quadtrees, except that instead of 2 classes, there are k classes. The rules are still the same,
you merge when all leaf descendants are the same. Our classes will simply be a range of probabilities. For
example, class 1 might be anywhere between 0 and 0.1. Storing the map this way is less accurate because
we lose precision in our probabilties, but it can compress real world maps up to 20 times.
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